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distinction to bear in mind, because it corresponds
roughly but effectively to that between the purpose of
the intensive and of the cursory reading lesson. The
object of the intensive lesson is primarily to add to the-
number of verbal friends-, of the cursory lesson to add to the
number of acquaintances. In the intensive lesson the
pupil is to be constantly accumulating fresh words and
expressions for his own ordinary use in speech and
writing, in the cursory lesson he should keep adding to
the words whose meaning he recognizes when he meets,
them again but does not require, at the particular stage
of his progress, to know so intimately that they enter
his mind when he wishes to express the idea for which
they stand. In other words, though he knows them for
purposes of reading (and, incidentally, of understanding
them when spoken by others), yet he does not know
them well enough for use in his own speaking and
writing.
This distinction between the application and the -
recognition vocabulary it is easy to draw too clear-
Many recognition words of one stage will, of course,
become application words of a stage later, though there
are a good many words (e.g., ' nevertheless \ ' forsooth',
1 quoth', ' to box the compass ', to take a few at random)
which, because there are others which serve their
purpose better, or because they are not current English
or because they are technical, should not be admitted to
that stage or should even be carefully barred from it.
Nor can we be sure that all the words in an intensive
reader belong to the inner circle only. The teacher will
inevitably have to choose among them, if only for the
reason that he has not time to teach every thing thoroughly,
His own knowledge of English, and of the pupils' lives
and attainments, will help him to choose wisely. Thirdly,
in the cursory reader itself the pupil will, of course,,
meet again and again all or most of his friends of the
inner circle, the cursory reading thus serving to confirm
the friendship, and at the same time in proportion to his
quickness and attention he will incidentally and un-
wittingly be making a few friends of his fresh acquaint
tances here and there.
But the rule will still hold that in intensive reading tk$

